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THESE videos were made specially for VIKALP SANGAM, following the first set of 20

1. Shaheed Hospital, Chhattisgarh, born out of workers’ struggle and owned by them, aims to provide affordable and respectful care.

Read Shaheed Hospital.

---------------
---

2. Forest rights, livelihoods and conservation at Payvihir, Melghat, Maharashtra
---

3. Jai Bharat Shikshan Sansthan, Madhya Pradesh, is working on initiatives at direct democracy and self-governance in 20 villages.

---

4. Project Potential, Bihar, boosting entrepreneurship at the grassroots

---

5.

Optimist Citizen, Madhya Pradesh, a fortnightly focusing only on positive news, run by a group of youth for the last few years on a voluntary basis.

---

6. Usha cooperative, West Bengal, a cooperative of over 20,000 sex workers that is helping to transform their lives, providing greater dignity, economic and social security.

Read Usha, Dawn of Hope and Dignity

---

7. Rikhiyaasan Rath, Bihar, a community bus initiative to explore the history and identity of Musahar community that has been victim to caste prejudices.

---

8. Banglanatak, West Bengal, is a social enterprise working through arts to protect and uphold the rights of women, children, and indigenous communities.

---

9. Green College, Odisha, is working to enable its students, young and old, to create innovative and sustainable means of livelihoods.

---


---